My dear Mr. Wilson,

I am writing to commend you on your work. I admire your dedication and the results you are achieving. Your ideas and strategies are innovative and effective. Keep up the good work.

Sincerely,

James Chilman

P.S. For your information, I have attached a copy of the report you requested.
of the steamer make at least a day's long sea at Palermo.

This is ample time to go ashore and see Messina
as it bears the same relation to the center of Palermo
as the Vintenete does to Bourbon; and the trains are
comparatively frequent. Now as to days spent in the
different places, I should allow a month for Italy,
if possible even at the expense of England, and I'll
base my calculation on that, and if necessary
you can proportionately reduce the time in each place.

1 Quo Vadis, Vulcano — one day
2 Padua — one day
3 Venice — four days
4 Ravenna — morning of 5th day
5 ...one full day
6 Ravenna to Florence — one day — stop at Bologna between
7 Florence — six days — night train to Rome (2)
8 Rome — eleven days — night train to Naples
9 Naples — four days
10 36 days

[Side trip]
1 Florence — Firenze, one afternoon
   San Miniato, tea time till dinner.
   Pisa?

2 Rome — Tivoli, Villa d'Este, Hadrian's Villa (day)
   Frascati

3 Naples — Pompéii, one day, or more
   Paestum, one day, preferably fourth
   Pompéii or Selino

Paestum is better than any of the Greek remains
in Sicily.

Cefalù — one day — scenery the only interest.
James Climie Jr.

Roma 39
Porta S. Pancrazio
American Academy X. Rome

Dear [Name],

I've been meaning to write to you for a long time. I hope this letter finds you well.

I'm still enjoying my time here in Rome. The weather has been perfect, and the art is absolutely stunning. I think I've seen every museum and gallery in the city.

However, I must say that the food is also a highlight of my stay. The pasta, gelato, and wine are simply无可挑剔. I've even learned to make my own pasta at home!

I'm looking forward to seeing you soon. Let's catch up over coffee when you're next in town.

Best regards,

James Climie Jr.
Two additional things:

1. The way to do Tivoli and Hadrian's Villa the same day— we should leave two.
   Early train from Rome to Tivoli at 7:15 A.M. at Rome.
   Morning train from Villa d'Este— lunch at Hotel della Foschia.
   Steam train about right beside the temple of Vesta.
   Train about 12 o'clock to Hadrian's Villa— on a carriage for about 60
costs steam train to Rome.

   Early morning train to Paestum— night at Pompeii (Grand Hotel d'Pompeii).
   Morning train from Torre Annunziata (5 min walk) to Paestum— afternoon train back to Naples.
   This leaves an full day for Naples and one day for embarking, etc.

I haven't heard from President Lovett as yet, and while
I am anxious to return to Rice for many reasons,
I must to myself, I must to governed by great
in justice to myself, I must to governed a great
deal by financial considerations, what Rice can
deal by financial considerations, what Rice can
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